MEDIUM PRIORITY ALARMS

Message on controller screen | Alarm indicator/sound
--- | ---
High Watts Call | Flashing Yellow
Electrical Fault Call | Intermittent tone
Low Flow Call | Gradual increase in volume over the first minute if alarm not muted.
Suction Call | You are able to mute alarm for 5 minutes by pressing Alarm Mute Button.
Controller Fault Call | Possible Controller Malfunction

HIGH PRIORITY ALARMS

Message on controller screen | Alarm indicator/sound | What it means
--- | --- | ---
VAD Stopped Connect Driveline | Driveline disconnected or malfunction/broken connector
VAD Stopped Change Controller | Controller failure
Controller Failed Change Controller | Controller failure
Critical Battery 1 Replace Battery 1 | Unable to mute alarm
Critical Battery 2 Replace Battery 2 | Limited time remaining on battery 1 or battery 2

CAUTION: Federal law (USA) restricts this device to sale by or on the order of a physician. Refer to the “Instructions for Use” for complete indications for Use, Contraindications, Warnings, Precautions, Adverse Events and Instructions prior to using this device. The IFU can be found at www.heartware.com/clinicians/instructions-use.

WARNING: Serious and life-threatening adverse events, including strokes, have been associated with use of this device. A user must fully consider the risks of this device with that of other treatment modalities before deciding to proceed with device implantation.

In the USA, the HVAD System is intended for use as a bridge to cardiac transplantation in patients who are at risk of death from refractory end-stage left ventricular heart failure.